The play within the play
Supervising the uncanny.

“When the analysand projects his inner life into the analyst, it is as if the analyst is an actor who receives stage directions from the patient, but the entire process remains outside the consciousness of both participants. For some patients it seems that their affective experiences need to be placed within the other because language itself is inadequate, and some other means must be found to communicate.” - Arnold Modell (1990) Other Times, Other Realities

Following on from Modell’s metaphor of the therapist as actor in their patients ‘play’, this presentation explores uncanny aspects of the unconscious subtext of the patient’s inner drama. In supervision this subtext can remain hidden from view.

In the theatre, working on the subtext usually differentiates the focus of the professional actor from that of the amateur. Amateur actors tend to concentrate their energies on remembering the ‘right words’ of the script to the detriment of working with a director to imagine what is going on beneath the words.

Using a combination of film extract and case material, Carol Leader will be looking at the role of the supervisor as ‘director’ who ‘stops the action’ at key moments to enable the therapist to make conscious the ‘play within the play’ in which they are unwittingly involved. Thus the work of the supervisory couple promotes the emergence of a more authentic conscious response to the patient’s ‘script’. This in turn brings meaning to the underlying ‘stage directions’ that the patient has been unconsciously communicating.

Carol Leader is a full-time psychoanalytic psychotherapist with the LCP and AGIP. She is a training therapist and supervisor for AGIP (UKCP) and a training supervisor for supervisors and MA psychotherapy trainees at the Westminster Pastoral Foundation (BPC). She is a teacher for LCP, AGIP and IAP. Formally a successful actor and presenter, Carol writes, lectures and leads workshops and seminars in a variety of settings and consults in business and the arts. She was on the advisory board to the government sponsored Media and the Inner World Network and with Brett Kahr she is ‘psychotherapist at large’ for the recently re-launched Free Associations, now available as a journal on the web.